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A B S T R A C T 

This task gives the layout and implementation of an Alcohol Detection with motor locking for each motorcycle and cars using 

Arduino UNO because of the truth the MCU (Master Control Unit). The gadget will constantly show the amount of alcohol hobby 

within side the alcohol detection sensor and as an end result flip off the motor of the automobile if the alcohol hobby is above the 

brink degree. The task offers a green answer to govern injuries because of the effect of alcohol using. Key Words: Arduino UNO, MQ-

3 Sensor, L293d motor driver, Buzzer, DC Motor 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The current scenario shows that maximum street injuries are taking region because of the effect of alcohol using. The drivers  who 

drink alcohol aren't in a solid scenario and so, rash using takes place at the highway which may be volatile to the lives of the humans on 

street, the use of strain inclusive. The enormity of the damaging using transcends boundaries. The crook pointers in India are presently 

prohibiting drivers to drink and strain simply so the exceptional can save you them to drink and strain. Whatsoever, powerful statement 

of beneath the have an impact on of alcohol drivers can be a task to the policemen and street protection officers, the cause for this stems 

from the herbal lack of cap potential of the citizenry to be gift moreover as a country amongst equal residence and time. This limited cap 

potential of enforcement sellers undermines every guide try geared with inside the path of component drink-using. There is consequently 

the want for an alcohol detection gadget that can function without the limitation of region and time. The Indian Ministry of Statistics 

stated loads of street injuries in 2016. Though the document declared tempo violation is the most cause for those injuries, it will 

efficaciously be inferred that the majority of the instances are due to the use of strain's volatile scenario due to drivers turning into below 

the effect of alcohol earlier than they strain. The research completed with the beneficial aid of using the Planet Health Organization in 

2008 shows that regarding 50%-60% of site visitor’s injuries rectangular degree related to drink-using. Moreover, WHO records on street 

site visitors deaths disclosed 1.25 million site visitors deaths had been recorded globally in 2013 with the low- and centerprofits global 

locations having better fatality charges regular with a 100K population (24.1% and 18.four% respectively), records accumulated 

confirmed that numerous of economic motors drivers in Bharat admitted to ingesting alcohol all through strolling days. This shows that 

the majority of drivers, particularly corporation and immoderate responsibility cars drivers have interaction in drink using, which can 

also furthermore bring about injuries. Bharat devises a prison limitation of 30mg/100mL blood alcohol hobby (BAC), any degree better 

than it virtually is equal to be ineligible. The BAC depicts the quantity of alcohol in a really high-quality amount of blood. It's measured 

as every gram of alcohol regular with metric cap potential unit of blood or milliliters of blood, (mg/ml, carried out in a whole lot of 

Europe). For BAC ranges from 0.four to 0.6, drivers experience dazed/pressured or in any other case disoriented, and its miles usually no 

longer consistent for the use of strain to strain an automobile beneath such situations. Also, a BAC degree of 0.7 to 0.eight  makes the use 

of strain's mental, physical, and sensory abilities to be seriously impaired. At this stage, the use of strain is inactive and incapable of 

using. BAC degree of 0.2 to 0.three remains no longer consistent but the cause stress still. So, there's a want for the shape of gadget that 

can lessen the number of street injuries induced because of below the effect of alcohol using 
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2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

[1] Proposed an alcohol detection and motor locking gadget. They used the AT89S51 controller, MQ-three alcohol sensor. The AT89S51 

controller has an onboard flash reminiscence which permits fast improvement and reprogramming in a dependent on seconds. 

 [2] Hired an infra-red (IR) alcohol detection gadget to offer non-stop tracking of the use of pressure BAC. An IR supply LED-894 has to 

turn out to be used to direct IR strength via an IR sensor (TSOP 1736) established at the guidance wheel.  

[3] Followed the Arduino ATMEGA328 controller board interfaced with the MQ-three alcohol sensor module, GPS, GSM, LCD, and 

DC motor. The GPS module captures the region of an automobile and forwards it as a misery message via the GSM module. The LCD 

acts because of the truth the show on the equal time because the DC motor has to turn out to be hired as a version for specifying the cap 

potential of the mechanism to fasten the engine every time ethanol is sensed.  

[4] Proposed an automated automobile engine locked manipulate gadget using Virtual Instrumentation. The proposed gadget used 

LabVIEW to put into effect an alcohol breath analyzer. The technique used an Arduino because of the truth the manipulate unit 

interfaced with an MQ-three sensor as a breathalyzer. Other modules interfaced with the Arduino are buzzer, LED, LCD, and DC motor. 

The LED and LCD served because of the truth of the output device. People arrested below the effect of alcohol suspects.  

[5] The proposed gadget protected using a GPS for monitoring the automobile's region, a coronary heart pulse sensor to inform regular or 

first-rate situations of the use of strain, and a bumper transfer to come across collision of the automobile.  

[6] The proposed gadget is primarily based totally definitely absolutely at the ARM7 LPC2148 microcontroller which offers the non-stop 

tracking of the use of pressure BAC. PAS 32U alcohol sensors have to turn out to be carried out to constantly test the lifestyles of liquor, 

on the equal time because the Global Positioning System and Global System for Mobile conversation devices supply the region in which 

the automobile is located through SMS.  

[7] advanced a prototype of a street twist of fate keeping off a gadget that has an alcohol sensor MQ-2 which detects the presence of 

alcohol in the human breath have to turn out to be protected with a PIC16F877/874 microcontroller which acts because of the truth the 

controller, and an LCD because of the truth the output. 

 [8] Proposed a gadget for detecting drivers which is probably below the effect of alcohol to music them down. The gadget makes use of 

an Advanced RISC Machine (ARM) processor and MQ3 that detects liquor. The MQ3 sensor senses the depth of liquor using an analog 

to virtual converter this is in-built with inside the LPC2148 ARM controller. 

 

3. METHODOLOGY 
 

The Alcohol Detection with Engine Locking gadget permits to lessen injuries which are probably taking region because of below the 

effect of alcohol using. MQ 3 sensor detects the presence of alcohol with inside the environment. The sensor offers output primarily 

based totally definitely absolutely at the attention of the alcohol if the alcohol hobby is better the conductivity of the MQ-three sensor 

will growth which in flip offers the studying to ARDUINO. If the studying is more than the brink degree, ARDUINO will save you the 

DC motor. 

 

FIG 1.BLOCK DIAGRAM 
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Component Quantity Value 

Arduino UNO R3 1  

Alcohol Sensor MQ3 1  

Motor Driver IC L293D 1  

DC Motor 1  

Piezo Buzzer 1  

Battery 1 9V 

Breadboard 1  

FIG 2.FLOW CHART 
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• STEP 1: Power on the system  

• STEP 2: checks for alcohol concentration  

• STEP 3: if alcohol is detected  

• STEP 3.1: turn off vehicle engine  

• STEP 4: Else  

• STEP 5: vehicle engine running 

4. RESULT 

If an alcoholic character attempts commanding the automobile the alcoholic sensor determines the lifestyles of alcohol content material 

cloth material and close to down the automobile engine and the buzzer will alarm. We can keep away from any type of lack of lifestyles 

with the beneficial aid of using this gadget. All gadgets is examined and related as required thereby giving us the masses-favored give up 

quit end result five. 

 

5. APPLICATIONS AND ADVANTAGES 
 

 The Alcohol detection with a motor locking gadget may be achieved in any 2 or four-wheelers.  

 Alcohol detection with motor locking can assist save you injuries because of the effect of alcohol using.  

 Alcohol detection with a motor locking gadget may be very useful for the police.  

 The Alcohol detection with motor locking gadget proves an automated protection gadget for cars and wonderful motors. 

6. CONCLUSION 
 

 We have provided a totally powerful method to extend a wise gadget for motors for alcohol detection whose center is Arduino.  

 Since the sensor has a nice sensitivity fashion of around 2 meters, it is able to healthful in any automobile.  

 The entire gadget has furthermore the gain of small amount and similarly reliability.  

 As the developing public belief is that automobile protection is more important, advances in public protection are gaining 

recognition than with inside the past.  

 The destiny scope of this gadget is to govern the reasons of the twist of fate because of alcohol intake.  

 This gadget improves the protection of people and as a quit end result supplying powerful improvement within side the car 

corporation concerning reducing the injuries induced because of alcohol. 
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